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Kallisti Publishing Elevates Publishing Portfolio with Acquisition of International Wealth
Success

The acquisition, finalized for an undisclosed sum, marks a pivotal moment in Kallisti Publishing's
dedication to expanding its publishing footprint.

WILKES-BARRE, Pa. - Nov. 28, 2023 - PRLog -- Kallisti Publishing Inc., a prominent publisher of
personal development books, proudly announces its acquisition of International Wealth Success (IWS), the
esteemed publishing house founded by legendary entrepreneur Tyler G. Hicks in 1966. The acquisition,
finalized for an undisclosed sum, marks a pivotal moment in Kallisti Publishing's dedication to expanding
its footprint in the realm of business development literature.

The merging of Kallisti Publishing and IWS represents a union of shared values and a commitment to
empowering readers on their business and entrepreneurial journeys. This strategic move amplifies Kallisti
Publishing's dedication to offering a diverse range of high-impact business and real estate development
books and resources.

"We are thrilled to welcome International Wealth Success into the Kallisti Publishing family," expressed
Anthony Raymond, publisher at Kallisti Publishing Inc. "Tyler G. Hicks' visionary approach to
entrepreneurship and wealth creation aligns seamlessly with our mission to inspire and educate individuals
seeking business growth and success."

Tyler G. Hicks, a luminary in the field of entrepreneurship and wealth creation, established IWS in 1966 as
a beacon of guidance to help beginning and experienced wealth builders succeed in their own independent
business and real estate projects. Hicks' books have been featured in Business Week, the Washington Post,
and the Los Angeles Times. Under the umbrella of Kallisti Publishing, Hicks' legacy and expertise will
continue to thrive, reaching a wider audience hungry for actionable insights and knowledge.

The acquisition underscores Kallisti Publishing's pledge to preserve the legacy of Tyler G. Hicks and, as
part of this integration, readers can anticipate an enriched catalog of impactful titles and resources, offering
unparalleled guidance and inspiration.

For more information on Kallisti Publishing Inc. and its recent acquisition of International Wealth Society,
visit https://www.KallistiPublishing.com or https://www.IWSMoney.com.
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